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ARTICLES

Best of 2017: Our Top 10 Los Angeles
Art Shows
This year Los Angeles showcased especially diverse and robust
exhibitions, thanks in part to an enormous initiative around
Latin American and Latino art.

Many of this year’s best shows in Los
Angeles came out of the Getty’s Paci c
Standard Time programming, which
funneled $16.3 million dollars into the
display of Latin American and Latino art.
The participating museums, galleries, and
(image by Hrag Vartanian for Hyperallergic)
other art spaces used this money to put
together surprising, rigorous shows that
addressed overlooked pockets of art history and lesser-known artists. The
programming shined a light on the city’s diverse, robust spaces and the potential
for them to collaborate in the growing local art scene.

1. Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960–1985 at the
Hammer Museum
September 15–December 31
Radical Women, shockingly, is only the second major exhibition in the US to be
devoted to Latin American women artists. It is also the rst to focus on a
generation of Latin American women artists who’ve been largely elided because
their work was long deemed “kitsch” or less important than that of their male
peers. The 120 artists included in this show made moving, incisive, funny, and

Antonio Berni, “Juanito va a la ciudad (Juanito
Goes to the City)” (1963) (Elisa Wouk

timely, particularly in a city that is host to
so many crises of home and homelessness
of its own. —Abe Ahn
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3. Jimmie Durham: At the Center of the World at the
Hammer Museum
January 29–May 7
Jimmie Durham may have been the center
of controversy this year (don’t get me
started about the curator’s statement about
the issue), but it doesn’t distract from the
quality of his art, the strong curation, and
the overall fantastic exhibition that was
organized at the Hammer Museum. The
show highlighted why his work matters in
larger conversations in contemporary art
that revolve around lineage, authority, and
power. Durham focuses on the foundation
of US identities, but he avoids reducing the
issues and keeps us asking what the term
Native American — which was only
Installation view of Jimmie Durham: At the
Center of the World at the Hammer Museum
popularized as an “ethnic” or racial identity
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in early-19th-century US — really means
and how it can limit the imagination of
non-Native American audiences. —Hrag Vartanian

4. Laura Aguilar: Show and Tell at the Vincent Price Art
Museum
September 16, 2017–February 10, 2018

Laura Aguilar “Grounded #111” (2006) (image
courtesy the artist and the UCLA Chicano
Studies Research Center, artwork © Laura
Aguilar)

Laura Aguilar’s 1990 self-portrait “Three
Eagles Flying” succinctly and candidly
captures the photographer’s multi-faceted
identity. Flanked by an American and a
Mexican �ag, the LA-based artist — whose
surname references the Spanish word for
eagle (águila) — poses bare-chested, her
body wrapped in �ags and bound by ropes,
both constrained and torn between the two
nationalities. This exhibition lays out her
three-decade career, during which Aguilar

